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Our Real-World Social Networks
Family and extended family; 
Friends 
Religious Affiliations and places of worship; 
Collegues at work; 
Clubs we belong to:  Washington Apple Pi 
Professional Societies 
We interact with our friends by email, letters, home 
visits, church socials, conferences, picnics, etc.
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Our Online Social Networks
Online Social Networks allow us to creat digital 
versions of our real-world connections; 

Allow us to share our social media (messages, 
posts, photos, movies) with our friends online; 

We can monitor the pulse of what’s happening to 
our friends, family, colleagues and even the world; 

Social Media allow us to tap into the world’s 
collective insights.
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Online Social Networks
You can control who you interact with, what you 
share, and what you read via Social Media; 

Privacy is a very important aspect of Social 
Media; 

So what social media sites and networks are 
there? 

Which ones do you belong to and how do you 
use them?
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Theory of Social Networks
A social network can be represented as a graph 
consisting of nodes and edges in which the nodes can 
represent people and the edges can represent 
'friendships' among those people; 

There are three important concepts that help us to 
understand why online social networks are successful: 

Triadic Closure 

Homophily  

Degrees of Separation
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Triadic Closure
If A is a friend of B and B is a friend of C, then it makes 
sense that A might want to be a friend of C 

If Larry is a friend of Lawrence and Lawrence is a friend 
of Bob, then it is highly likely that Larry will become a 
friend of Bob. 

The idea is to make it easy to form friendships 

Facebook has "Find Friends" Browser 

Google+ has "Circles" 

LinkedIn has "Add to my professional network"
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Homophily
Homophily indicates that we will makes friends with those 
sharing similar interests: 

Washington Apple Pi; 

Locale where we live; 

Associations we belong to; 

HomeTown; 

High School Attended; 

University Attended; 

Hobbies; 

Special Interest Groups.
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Facebook Find Friends Browser
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Google+ Find Friends
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Google+ Follow Interesting People and Pages
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LinkedIn - People you may know
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Degrees of Separation - Small World Assumption

The notion is that we are, on average, six degrees of 
separation away from any member in the social network;  
this was the pioneering work of Milgram in 1967. 

Kevin Bacon Game 

The Bacon Number is the fewest number of steps for 
an actor in Hollywood to connect with Kevin Bacon; 

Every actor in Hollywood is 6-degrees from Kevin Bacon; 
  

An actor has co-starred with Kevin Bacon, or has co-
starred with someone who co-starred with Kevin 
Bacon, or has co-starred with someone, ... (six-times) 
with Kevin Bacon;  
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Kevin Bacon and the Fonz

http://orion.math.iastate.edu/rymartin/talks/SixDegrees/6degMAA.pdf
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Degrees of Separation - Small World 
Assumption

On Facebook everyone is connected, on 
average, by 4-degrees of separation;   
WOW, that is hard to believe! 
On LinkedIn, Larry can reach over 4 million 
people with my connections (3-degrees of 
separation). 
On LinkedIn, Larry is 3-degrees from Mark 
Zuckerberg! 
On Twitter, my tweet can reach 100 million users.
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Larry’s Network on LinkedIn
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A day in the life of 
Facebook
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Facebook “Facts”
As of February 26, 2012 (New York Times), there are 850 million 
active users and half are logged in to Facebook on any given day; 

48% of 18-34 year olds check Facebook when they awaken; 

28% use mobile apps to check Facebook before getting out of bed; 

70% of Facebook users reside outside the USA; 

48% of young Americans get their NEWS via Facebook; 

On New Year’s Weekend in 2011, 750 Million photos were uploaded 
to Facebook; 

Source: http://digitalbuzz.s3.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/
2011/01/Facebook-Statistics-Facebook-Stats-Facts-2011.jpg
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Twenty Minutes of Facebook Activity

Source: http://digitalbuzz.s3.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/01/Facebook-Statistics-Facebook-Stats-Facts-2011.jpg
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In a Relationship ...

Source: http://digitalbuzz.s3.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/01/Facebook-Statistics-Facebook-Stats-Facts-2011.jpg
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As of April 2012, Facebook has:
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The Joy of Social Networking – 
Demonstrations

Larry 

Making Friends on Facebook, Google+, and LinkedIn;   

Facebook Open Graph and Social Apps; 

Ken 

Facebook Timeline, uploading photos to Facebook and 
Google+; 

Lawrence 

Privacy settings for Facebook and Google+; 

Travis 

Posting to Facebook, Google+ and Twitter
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Facebook Open Graph and 
Social Apps
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Open Graph
Facebook has adopted the Open Graph Protocol to 
capture the objects, properties and relationships 
among important objects in Facebook, 

What kinds of objects do we find in Facebook? 

How are they represented in the OGP?
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The Open Graph allows apps to model user activities based on actions and objects. A running app may define the ability to
“run” (action) a “route” (object). A reading app may define the ability to “read” (action) a “book” (object). A recipe app may
define the ability to “cook” (action) to a “recipe” (object). Actions are verbs that users perform in your app. Objects define
nouns that the actions apply to. We created sets of actions and objects for common use cases and a tool for you to create
your own custom actions and objects. As users engage with your app, social activities are published to Facebook which
connects the user with your objects, via the action.

With the Open Graph, your app becomes a part of the user’s identity and social graph. Through a single API, you’re able to
deeply integrate into the key points of distribution on Facebook: Timeline, App Views, News Feed, and Ticker. As users
interact with your app, actions are displayed on the users’ Timeline and their friends’ News Feeds and Tickers. With the Open
Graph, you’ll be able to create a deep, persistent connection between you and your users, and drive new users to your app.

Next Steps
Understand Open Graph key concepts
Follow a step by step tutorial



Getting Started

Core Concepts

Advanced Topics

SDKs & Tools

Open Graph Beta

Open Graph

Auth Dialog

Social Plugins

Samples

Open Graph Beta

We are making the Open Graph Beta available to all Facebook developers. This beta gives you access to the docs and tools
you need to add Open Graph actions and objects to your app. In addition, Facebook developers are granted access to a
pre-release version of Timeline for testing.

At Facebook's core is the social graph; people and the connections they have to everything they care about. Historically,
Facebook has managed this graph and has expanded it over time as we launch new products (photos, places, etc.). In 2010,
we extended the social graph, via the Open Graph protocol, to include 3rd party web sites and pages that people liked
throughout the web. We are now extending the Open Graph to include arbitrary actions and objects created by 3rd party
apps and enabling these apps to integrate deeply into the Facebook experience.

After a user adds your app to their Timeline, app specific actions are shared on Facebook via the Open Graph. As your app
becomes an important part of how users express themselves, these actions are more prominently displayed throughout the
Facebook Timeline, News Feed, and Ticker. This enables your app to become a key part of the user's and their friend's
experience on Facebook.

Documentation Support Blog Apps Search Documentation / Apps

Example of a User’s Open Graph
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The Open Graph allows apps to model user activities based on actions and objects. A running app may define the ability to
“run” (action) a “route” (object). A reading app may define the ability to “read” (action) a “book” (object). A recipe app may
define the ability to “cook” (action) to a “recipe” (object). Actions are verbs that users perform in your app. Objects define
nouns that the actions apply to. We created sets of actions and objects for common use cases and a tool for you to create
your own custom actions and objects. As users engage with your app, social activities are published to Facebook which
connects the user with your objects, via the action.

With the Open Graph, your app becomes a part of the user’s identity and social graph. Through a single API, you’re able to
deeply integrate into the key points of distribution on Facebook: Timeline, App Views, News Feed, and Ticker. As users
interact with your app, actions are displayed on the users’ Timeline and their friends’ News Feeds and Tickers. With the Open
Graph, you’ll be able to create a deep, persistent connection between you and your users, and drive new users to your app.

Next Steps
Understand Open Graph key concepts
Follow a step by step tutorial

Open 
Graph 

Distribution 
of Your 
“Social 

Activities”
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Social Apps Demo
Social Graph 

Washington Post 

Netflix 

Social Cam 

Other apps recommended by the audience.



Donut 
Post 
to 
many 
social 
media
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Conclusions
Social Media and Social Networks allows us to connect to our 
friends and maintain our online social contacts; 

The Facebook Timeline encourages you to share your life events 
with your friends and the world; 

We have control over what we share, what we read and who we 
‘socialize’ with; 

There is evidence that Facebook users have come to view their 
‘Profile’ as a tangible object that is their property that they 
continue to improve upon. 

There is also evidence that even though people use social 
networks, they are becoming increasingly lonely (The Atlantic 
Monthly); 

Social Networks are here to stay and can improve our lives by 
enhancing our existing networks and creating new ones.
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